Abstract. Image computation nds wide application in VLSI CAD, such as state reachability analysis in formal veri cation and synthesis, combinational veri cation, combinational and sequential test. Existing BDD-based symbolic algorithms for image computation are limited by memory resources in practice, while SAT-based algorithms that can obtain the image by e n umerating satisfying assignments to a CNF representation of the Boolean relation are potentially limited by time resources. We propose new algorithms that combine BDDs and SAT i n order to exploit their complementary bene ts, and to o er a mechanism for trading o space vs. time. In particular, (1) our integrated algorithm uses BDDs to represent the input and image sets, and a CNF formula to represent the Boolean relation, (2) a fundamental enhancement called BDD Bounding is used whereby the SAT solver uses the BDDs for the input set and the dynamically changing image set to prune the search space of all solutions, (3) BDDs are used to compute all solutions below i n termediate points in the SAT decision tree, (4) a ne-grained variable quanti cation schedule is used for each BDD subproblem, based on the CNF representation of the Boolean relation. These enhancements coupled with more engineering heuristics lead to an overall algorithm that can potentially handle larger problems. This is supported by our preliminary results on exact reachability analysis of ISCAS benchmark circuits.
Introduction
Image and pre-image computation play a central role in symbolic state space traversal, which is at the core of a number of applications in VLSI CAD like veri cation, synthesis, and testing. The emphasis in this paper is on reachability analysis for sequential system veri cation. For simplicity of exposition, we f o c u s only on image computation the description can be easily extended to pre-image computation as well.
BDD-based Methods
Veri cation techniques based on symbolic state space traversal 7, 9] rely on e cient algorithms based on BDDs 4] for computing the image of an input set over a Boolean relation. The input set in this case is the set of present states P, and the Boolean relation is the transition relation T, i.e. the set of valid present-state, next-state combinations. (For hardware, it is convenient to also include the primary inputs in the de nition of T). The use of BDDs to represent the characteristic function of the relation, the input, and the image set, allows image computation to be performed e ciently through Boolean operations and variable quanti cation. As an example of its application, the set of reachable states can be computed by starting from a set P which denotes the set of initial states of a system, and using image computation iteratively, u n til a xpoint i s reached.
A number of researchers have proposed the use of partitioned transitioned relations 6, 21] , where the BDD for the entire transition relation is not built a priori. Typically, the partitions are represented using multiple BDDs, and their conjunction is interleaved with early variable quanti cation during image computation. Many heuristics have been proposed to nd a good quanti cation schedule, i.e. an ordering of the conjunctions which minimizes the number of peak variables 11, 19] . There has also been an interest in using disjunctive partitions of the transition relations and state sets 8, 17, 18] , which e ectively splits the image computation into smaller subproblems.
The BDD-based approaches work well when it is possible to represent the sets of states and the transition relation (as a whole, or in a usefully partitioned form) using BDDs. Unfortunately, BDD size is very sensitive to the number of variables, variable ordering, and the nature of the logic expressions being represented. In spite of a large body of work, the purely BDD-based approach has been unreliable for designs of realistic size and functionality.
Combining BDDs with SAT-based Methods
An alternative, used extensively in testing applications 13] , is to represent t h e transition relation in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) and use Boolean Satisability Checking (SAT) for various kinds of analysis. SAT s o l v er technology has improved signi cantly in recent y ears with a number of sophisticated packages now a vailable, e.g. 16] . For checking equivalence of two g i v en combinational circuits C1 and C2, a typical approach is to prove that the XOR of their corresponding outputs, called the miter circuit output, can never evaluate to 1, as shown in Figure 1 . This proof can be provided either by building a BDD for the miter, or by using a SAT solver to prove t h a t no satisfying assignment exists for the miter output. In cases where the two methods fail individually, BDDs and SAT can also be combined, for example, in the manner shown in Figure 1 . A cut is identi ed in the miter circuit to divide the circuit into two parts: the part P I of the circuit between the circuit inputs and the cut, and the part P O of the circuit between the cut and the output. A BDD is built for P O , w h i l e P I is represented in CNF. A S A T solver then tries to enumerate all valid combinations at the cut using the CNF for P I , while checking that it is not contained in the on-set of the BDD for P O 12] . Enumerating the valid combinations at the cut corresponds exactly to computing the image of the input set over the Boolean relation corresponding to P I . Other ways of combining BDDs and SAT for equivalence checking have also been proposed 5].
For property c hecking, the e ectiveness of SAT solvers for nding bugs has also been demonstrated in the context of bounded model checking and symbolic reachability analysis 1, 2, 22]. The common theme is to convert the problem of interest into a SAT problem, by devising the appropriate propositional Boolean formula, and to utilize other non-canonical representations of state sets. However, they all exploit the known ability o f S A T s o l v ers to nd a single satisfying solution when it exists. To our knowledge, no attempt has been made to formulate the problems in a way that a SAT solver is used to nd all satisfying solutions.
In our approach to image computation, we use BDDs to represent state sets, and a CNF formula to represent the transition relation. All valid next state combinations are enumerated using a backtracking search algorithm for SAT that exhaustively visits the entire space of primary input, present state and next state variables. However, rather than using SAT to enumerate each solution all the way d o wn to a leaf, we i n voke BDD-based image computation at intermediate points within the SAT decision procedure, which e ectively obtains all solutions below that point in the search tree. In a sense, our approach can be regarded as SAT providing a disjunctive decomposition of the image computation into many subproblems, each of which is handled in the standard way using BDDs. In this respect, our work is closest to that of Moon et al. 17] , who independently formulated a decomposition paradigm similar to ours. However, there are signi cant di erences in the details, and we defer that discussion to Section 7.
We start by p r o viding the necessary background on a typical SAT decision procedure in the next section. Our proposed algorithm for image computation is described in detail in the sections that follow. Towards the end, we p r o vide experimental results for reachability analysis, which v alidate the individual ideas and the overall approach proposed by us, and describe some of our work in progress.
2 Background: Satis ability Checking (SAT)
The Boolean Satis ability (SAT) problem is a well-known constraint satisfaction problem with many applications in computer-aided design, such as test generation, logic veri cation and timing analysis. Given a Boolean formula, the objective is to either nd an assignment of 0-1 values to the variables so that the formula evaluates to true, or establish that such an assignment d o e s n o t e x i s t . The Boolean formula is typically expressed in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF), also called product-of-sums form. Each sum term (clause) in the CNF is a sum of single literals, where a literal is a variable or its negation. An n-clause is a c l a u s e w i t h n literals. For example, (vi+vj'+vk) is a 3-clause. In order for the entire formula to evaluate to 1, each clause must be satis ed, i.e., evaluate to 1. The basic algorithm begins from an empty assignment, and proceeds by assigning a 0 o r 1 v alue to one free variable at a time. After each assignment, the algorithm determines the direct and transitive implications of that assignment on other variables, typically called bounding. If no contradiction is detected during the implication procedure, the algorithm picks the next free variable, and repeats the procedure. Otherwise, the algorithm attempts a new partial assignment b y complementing the most recently assigned variable for which only one value has been tried so far. This step is called backtracking. The algorithm terminates either when all clauses have been satis ed and a solution has been found, or when all possible assignments have been exhausted. The algorithm is complete in that it will nd a solution if it exists.
Pseudo code for the basic Davis-Putnam search procedure is shown in Figure  2 . The function and variable names have o b vious meanings. This procedure has been re ned over the years by means of enhancements to the Implications(), Bound(), Backtrack(), Next free var() and Val() functions. The GRASP work 15] proposed the use of non-chronological backtracking by performing a con ict analysis, and addition of con ict clauses to the database in order to avoid repeating the same contradiction in the future.
Image Computation
The main contribution in our paper is the novel algorithm for image computation by combining BDD-and SAT-based techniques in a single integrated framework. In relationship to current S A T solvers, our contributions are largely speci c to their use for image computation. They are orthogonal to the most advanced features found in state-of-the-art SAT algorithms like GRASP 16] , and indeed add to them.
Representation Framework
Our representation framework consists of using BDDs to represent the input and image sets, and a CNF formula to represent the Boolean relation. This choice is motivated by the fact that BDD-based methods frequently fail because of their inability to e ectively manipulate the BDD(s) for the transition relation, in its entirety or in partitioned form. Furthermore, since BDDs for the input and image sets might also become large for complex systems, we do not require that a single BDD be used to represent these sets. Any disjunctively decomposed set of BDDs will work with our approach. This setup is shown pictorially in Figure 3 . For our current prototype, we use a simple \chronological" disjunctive partitioning, such that whenever the BDD size for a set being accumulated crosses a threshold, a new BDD is created for storing future additions to the set. We are exploring use of alternative representations to manage these sets.
Image Computation Using CNF-BDDs
The standard image computation formula is shown below in Equation (1), where x, y, and w denote the set of present state, next state, and primary input variables, respectively P(x) denotes the input set, and T(x w y) denotes the transition relation.
Image(P T)(y) = 9x w:P(x)^T(x w y) (1) In our framework, P(x) and Image(y) are represented as (multiple) BDDs, while T is represented as a CNF formula in terms of x w y and some additional We compute the image set by e n umerating all solutions to the CNF formula T, and recording only the combinations of y variables, while restricting the values of x variables to those that satisfy P(x). Note that by restricting the x variables to satisfy P(x), we a r e e ectively performing the conjunction in the above formula. This restriction is performed by what we call BDD Bounding. Essentially, during the SAT search procedure, any partial assignment to the x variables that does not belong to the on-set of the BDD(s) P(x) is pruned immediately 12]. Note also, that by enumerating all (not a single) solution to the CNF formula, and by considering combinations of only y variables among these solutions, we are e ectively performing a quanti cation over all the other variables (x w z).
We also use Unreached(y) as a care-set for the image set. In applications such as reachability analysis where image computation is performed iteratively, t h i s set can be computed as the negation of the current set of reached states. Again, by using BDD(s) to represent Unreached(y), we can obtain additional pruning of the SAT search space by performing BDD Bounding against this image care-set. To summarize, we use the following equation for image computation:
Image(P T)(y) = 9x w z:P(x)^T(x w z y)^U n r e a c h e d (y)
4 BDD Bounding A naive approach for performing BDD Bounding is to enumerate each complete SAT solution up to the leaf of the search tree, and then check if the solution satis es the given BDD(s). This is obviously ine cient since the numberofSAT solutions may b e v ery large.
In our setup, the x=y variables are shared between the input/image set BDD(s) and the CNF formula. Therefore, whenever a value is set to or implied on one of these variables in SAT, we c a n check if the intersection of the partial assignment w i t h the given BDD(s) is non-null. If it is indeed non-null, the SAT procedure can proceed forward. Otherwise it must backtrack, since no solution consistent with the conjunctions can be found under this subtree. Fig. 4 . Pseudo-code for BDD Bounding backtracks due to pruning o large subspaces of the search tree. Note that the smaller the bounding set, the greater the pruning, and the faster the SAT solver is likely to be.
Bounding Against the Image Set: A Positive F eedback E ect
In addition to bounding against the input set P(x) and the image care-set Unreached(y), a fundamental speed-up in our image computation procedure can be obtained by also bounding against the BDDs of the currently computed image set denoted C u r r e n t (y). Note that Unreached(y) d o e s n o t c hange during a single image computation, while C u r r e n t (y) is updated dynamically, a s n e w solutions for the image set are enumerated. Therefore, if a partial assignment over y variables is contained in C u r r e n t (y), it implies that any extension to a full assignment has already been enumerated. Therefore, it serves no purpose for the SAT solver to explore further, and it can backtrack. As a result, a positive feedback e ect is created in which the larger the image set grows, the faster the SAT s o l v er is likely to be able to go through the remaining portion of the search space.
Implementation Details: Bounding the x Variables
For BDD Bounding against P(x), we modify the Bound() function of Figure  2 , so that it checks the satisfaction of a partial assignment o n x variables with the on-set of the BDDs for P(x). Again, if the partial assignment has a null intersection with each BDD, the SAT solver is made to backtrack, just as if there were a contradiction.
The pseudo-code for the Bound() procedure for a single BDD is shown in Figure 4 . In this procedure, the initial argument is the BDD for P(x), and the recursive argument maintains its projected version down the search tree. However, checking against a zero bdd requires a traversal of the argument BDD, by taking branches dictated by t h e v ariable association. If any p a t h t o a one bdd is found, the traversal is terminated, and the BDD is certi ed to be not equal to the zero bdd. I n the worst case, this takes time proportional to the size of the BDD. As a further enhancement, for each BDD node, we associate a value indicating the presence or absence of a path to a one bdd from that node. This bit must be modi ed only if the value of a variable below t h i s 
Fig. 5. Determining Emptiness of the Product of Multiple BDDs with Projections
Recall that we allow use of a disjunctive partitioning of the reached state set R = i R i . Therefore, both the Unreached and !C u r r e n tsets can be represented as product of BDDs, i.e. Unreached(y) = \ i !R i (y), and !Current(y) = \ i !C u r r e n t i (y). Rather than performing an explicit product of the multiple BDDs, the partial assignment o ver y variables is projected separately onto each BDD. Then the the multiple BDDs are traversed in a lock-step manner by using a modi ed bdd equal zero() procedure, to determine if there exists a path in their product that leads to a one bdd. The pseudo code for this is shown in Figure 5 , where the given procedure assumes that projection of variable values onto the individual BDDs has already been carried out. In the actual implementation, the projection of variables and detection of emptiness are done in a single pass, along with handling of complemented BDD nodes. The worst-case complexity is that of actually computing a complete product, but in practice the procedure terminates as soon as any p a t h t o one bdd is found.
BDDs at SAT Leaves
So far we h a ve explained our algorithm for image computation in terms of enumerating all solutions of the CNF formula using SAT-solving techniques, while performing BDD Bounding where possible in order to prune the search space. This still su ers from some drawbacks of a purely SAT-based approach, i.e. solutions are enumerated one-at-a-time, without any reuse. To some extent this drawback i s c o u n tered by examining partial solutions (cubes) for inclusion and for pruning, but we can actually do better.
It is useful in this regard to compare a purely SAT-based approach vs. a purely BDD-based approach. In essence, both work on the same search space of Boolean variables { SAT solvers use an explicit decision tree, while BDD operations work on the underlying DAGs. A BDD-based approach is more suitable for capturing all solutions simultaneously. H o wever, due to the variable ordering restriction, it can su er from a size blowup in the intermediate/ nal results. On the other hand, a SAT decision tree has no variable ordering restriction, and can therefore potentially manage larger problems. However, since it is not canonical, many subproblem computations may get repeated.
BDD Computations
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Fig. 6. BDDs at SAT L e a ves
In order to combine the relative a d v antages of both, we use a SAT decision tree to organize the top-level search space. Within this tree, along any path, rather than using the SAT-solver to explore the tree further, we can invoke a BDD-based approach to compute all solutions in the sub-tree under that path.
This integrated scheme, which w e call BDDs at SAT Leaves, is illustrated pictorially in Figure 6 . In a sense, the SAT decision tree can be regarded as a disjunctive partitioning of a large problem at the root into smaller subproblems at the leaves, each of which can be handled by a purely BDD-based approach.
Leaf Subproblem: BDD-based Image Computation
The formulation of the BDD subproblem to be solved at each leaf of the SAT decision tree is shown below: N e w (y) = Path(y 0 )9 x" w " z ":P (x)j P ath(x 0 )^U nsat(x" w " z " y ") (3) This computes the image set solutions N e w from a sub-tree rooted at the end of a path in the SAT decision tree. Here, for a set of variables v, the assigned set is denoted v U n s a t (x" w " z " y ") denotes the product of all unsatis ed clauses at the end of the path, projected by the assigned variables along that path, expressed in terms of the unassigned variables appearing in the original CNF formula. Finally, P(x)j P a t h (x 0 ) denotes the restriction of the set P(x) to the partial assignments of x along the path.
Note that in this equation, the part following the existential quanti cation is identical in formulation to a standard purely BDD-based approach. The di erence is only in the granularity of the Boolean relation Unsat, and its conjunctive decomposition. In a standard approach, the Boolean relation T(x w y) i s a transition relation, expressed in terms of the present state, primary input, and next state variables only. F urthermore, its conjunctive decomposition is typically based on splitting the next state variables.
In our approach, the Boolean relation is expressed as a CNF formula over the set of present state, primary input, next state, and intermediate variables denoting signals on internal gates that implement the next state logic of the sequential circuit. Furthermore, the conjunctive decomposition follows the structural decomposition of the circuit into gates. Though this ner-grained approach m ust handle more number of Boolean variables than the standard approach, it also allows a greater potential for early quanti cation, which has been noted to help overcome the blowup during image computation (described in detail in the next section). Another bene t of using the ne-grained CNF partitions is that there is no penalty for performing pre-image computations. Many researchers have noted that backward symbolic traversal is less e cient than forward traversal. This is partly due to having to handle the typically irregular unreachable part of the state space. Furthermore, most methods use partitions based on splitting the next state (y) v ariables, while sharing the present state (x) v ariables. This scheme is good for performing image computations with early quanti cation of x variables, but it does not work very well for pre-image computations where the y variables need to be quanti ed. In contrast, our ne-grained CNF formulation is symmetric with respect to the x and y variables. Therefore, our method can be applied equally well for image as well as pre-image computations.
Leaf Subproblem: Quanti cation Schedule
In practice, it is important to choose a good quanti cation schedule, i. For each leaf image computation, the pseudo-code for the quanti cation schedule is shown in Figure 7 . We start with a collection B of BDDs consisting of the projected P(x) (and potentially Unreached(y)), and a BDD for every projected unsatis ed clause. Next, we heuristically select a variable v to be quanti ed. We greedily choose the minimum cost variable, where cost is estimated as the product of the individual BDD sizes that the variable appears in. Once v is selected, we gather in set C all conjuncts that v appears in. This is followed by conjunction and quanti cation of v in C, and this result replaces the set C in B.
(Since the y variables cannot be quanti ed, we n e v er choose them.) This basic loop is iterated until no more variables can be quanti ed. The remaining BDDs (with only y variables) are conjoined together, and the result is conjoined with path(y) (the cube of assigned y variables), to give the set of new image solutions corresponding to that path. Note that this formulation does not depend on a live v ariable analysis over a linearized schedule but considers the actual BDD sizes for selection. Therefore, it is better able to balance the computation in the form of a tree of conjunctions, rather than a linear series of conjunctions. In our experiments, this heuristic performed far better than others based on variable supports.
The Complete Image Computation Procedure
Our complete procedure for enumerating all solutions of the image set is shown in Figure 8 . It is based on the publicly available GRASP SAT-solver 16]. We start by describing its original skeleton. After the initial preprocessing, the procedure consists of an outer loop #1 (line 10) that explores the SAT decision tree to increased depth if necessary. T h e inner loop #2 (line 24) is used primarily to propagate constraints and check for con icts after either a decision variable is chosen, or after backtracking takes place to imply a certain value on a variable. Loop #3 (line 26) actually performs the deduction to check for contradictions and tries to resolve the con ict using diagnosis until there is no more con ict. In GRASP, clauses are added to record causes of all backtracking operations, including those used to enumerate multiple solutions.
The completeness argument for our procedure with respect to nding all solutions of the image set is based largely on the completeness of the original procedure in GRASP 14] . The additions we h a ve made to the original procedure consist of introducing the techniques of BDDs at SAT L eaves (lines 11-18) , and BDD Bounding (lines 7-8, lines 42-57). The only other modi cation we have made is to perform con ict analysis only if the value of the decision variable is the rst value being tried, or if its second value has been implied (line 27).
The correctness of nding all BDD solutions at the leaves, and of pruning the search space when BDD Bounding fails follows from the arguments described in the previous sections. Note that in both these cases, we perform a chronological backtracking (lines 14-17, lines 54-56) in order to search for the next solution. In case BDD Bounding succeeds (line 42), we c heck whether a solution is found, i.e. whether all clauses are satis ed. If they are, a SAT solution has been found, which is handled in the usual way, f o l l o wed by c hronological backtracking to nd the next solution (lines 45-48).
The reason for the modi cation (line 27) is that we do not wish to add clauses to record the causes of chronological backtracking. In our modi ed GRASP algorithm, chronological backtracking takes place after a solution has been found, or after BDD Bounding fails. However, when clauses for chronological backtracking are not recorded, GRASP's con ict analysis during diagnosis becomes incomplete, and it may be erroneous to perform non-chronological backtracking based on this con ict analysis. Therefore, if the second value of a variable is implied by some clause (either an original, or a con ict clause), we d o a l l o w diagnosis to take place. Otherwise, we disable non-chronological backtracking by n o t performing any diagnosis at all. Instead, we perform a simple chronological backtracking (lines 34-39). Note that performing chronological backtracking instead of non-chronological backtracking can at most a ect the procedure's e ciency, not its completeness.
Why SAT?
As mentioned earlier, there has been recent i n terest in using disjunctive decompositions of the image computation problem using purely BDDs, with substantially improved practical results 8, 17] . Our use of a SAT decision tree to split the search tree, and use of the BDD-based image computations at its leaves to perform the conjoining, results in a similar decomposition. However, in our view, SAT p r o vides many m o r e a d v antages than just a disjunctive decomposition, which also di erentiate our approach from the rest.
In particular, it allows us to easily perform implications of a variable decision (splitting). In principle, deriving implications can be done in non-SAT contexts as well, e.g. directly on circuit structure, using BDDs etc. However, to our best knowledge, this has not been done in practice for image computation. By using a standard state-of-the-art SAT package 16], we are utilizing the years of progress in this direction, as well as in related techniques of e cient b a c ktracking and con ict analysis, which all help toward pruning the underlying search space. Our use of BDD Bounding is an additional pruning technique, which a llows us to perform early backtracking without even invoking a BDD-based leaf computation.
Another di erence of our approach from the rest is in the granularity o f o u r underlying search space. Since we focus on the CNF formula for the transition relation, which i s d e r i v ed directly from a gate-level structural description of the design, we obtain a very ne-grained partition of the relation, which is also symmetric with respect to image and pre-image computations. This allows us to split the overall into much ner partitions, where decision (splitting) variables can also be internal signals. We use both BDD-based and SAT-based criteria for selection of these variables, e.g. estimate of cofactor BDD sizes 8], number of clauses a variable appears in, etc. We are also exploring SAT-based criteria targeted towards nding multiple, and not single, solutions. For each partition itself, the ner level of granularity a l l o ws us to exploit the bene ts of early quanti cation to a greater degree. This is re ected in our BDD-based quanti cation schedule algorithm, which uses di erent criteria (actual BDD sizes) for selecting the variable to be quanti ed, and is organized as a tree of conjunctions, rather than a linear series.
Finally, our aim is to combine SAT and BDDs in a seamless manner in order to facilitate a smooth and adaptive tradeo between time and space for solving the image computation problem. In our algorithm, the move f r o m S A T to BDDs occurs when a BDD subproblem is triggered. Ideally, w e w ould like t o do this whenever we could be sure that the BDDs would not blow u p . H o wever, there seems to be no simple measure to predict this a priori. We are currently experimenting with several heuristics based on number of unassigned variables, size of the projected P(x) set etc. We h a ve also implemented a simple timeout mechanism for the BDD subproblem, which allows us to return back to SAT, in order to perform some more splits (unlike 17]). Since CNF formulas and BDDs are entirely interchangeable, the boundary between SAT and BDDs is somewhat arbitrary. In principle, it is possible to freely intermix CNFs and BDDs for various parts of the circuit, and perform required analysis on the more appropriate representation. Our approach is a step in this direction.
Experiments
We h a ve implemented an initial prototype of our image computation algorithm based on the CUDD BDD package 20] and the GRASP SAT solver 16]. This section describes our experimental results on some ISCAS benchmark circuits known to be di cult for reachability analysis. All experiments were run on an UltraSPARC w orkstation, with a 296 MHz processor, and 768 MB memory.
Since our main contribution here is to make the core step of image computation more robust, we only focus on experiments for exact reachability analysis. Our algorithm can be easily adapted and enhanced in many orthogonal directions such as its use in approximate reachability analysis, invariant c hecking, and model checking. We are currently working on porting this prototype to VIS 3] in order to use its infrastructure for such applications, and also to have access to a wider set of benchmarks.
A comparison of our prototype, which w e call the CNF-BDD prototype, with VIS 3] is shown in Table 1 . It shows results for performing an exact reachability analysis using pure breadth-rst traversal on some benchmark circuits known to be di cult to handle in practice. The circuit name and number of latches are shown in Columns 1 and 2, respectively. F or our approach, a measure of circuit
